Microfiltration of recombinant yeast cells using a rotating disk dynamic filtration system.
To develop a highly efficient cell harvest step under time constraint, a novel rotating disk dynamic filtration system was studied on the laboratory scale (0.147-ft.(2) nylon membrane) for concentrating recombinant yeast cells containing an intracellular product. The existing cross-flow microfiltration method yielded pseudo-steady state flux values below 25 LMH (L/m(2). h) even at low membrane loadings (10 L/ft.(2)). By creating high shear rates (up to 120,000(-1)) on the membrane surface using a rotating solid disk, this dynamic filter has demonstrated dramatically improved performance, presumably due to minimal cake buildup and reduced membrane fouling. Among the many factors investigated, disk rotating speed, which determines shear rates and flow patterns, was found to be the most important adjustable parameter. Our experimental results have shown that the flux increases with disk rotating speed, increases with transmembrane pressure at higher cell concentrations, and can be sustained at high levels under constant flux mode. At a certain membrane loading level, there was a critical speed below which it behaved similarly to a flat sheet system with equivalent shear. Average flux greater than 200 LMH has been demonstrated at 37-L/ft.(2) loading at maximum speed to complete sixfold concentration and 15-volume diafiltration for less than 100 min. An order of magnitude improvement over the crossflow microfiltration control was projected for large scale production. This superior performance, however, would be achieved at the expense of additional power input and heat dissipation, especially when cell concentration reaches above 80 g dry cell weight (DCW)/L. Although a positive linear relationship between power input and dynamic flux at a certain concentration factor has been established, high cell density associated with high viscosity impacted adversely on effective average shear rates and, eventually, severe membrane fouling, rather than cake formation, would limit the performance of this novel system.